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twelve months and perhaps a shorter time that the situation
is so beclouded.

With these known huçye demands business in CanadaBAN K O F M ONTR EAL at least needs assurance and stability and for practieal

EaUbUshod 100 yem (1817-1917) purposes it would Beemto be the part of wisdom for the

Dominion Government to undertake so far as it is capable

the assuring and stabilizing of conditions. Along one par-
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Undivided Profits, $1,784,979 for which there is known to be a constant and permanent

Total Assets - - - $426,322,096 market if the Dominion Government would make arrange- ýÏments to take the excess production at prices giving reason-

able profit and arrange either to export or warehouse this
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excess product, the stabilizing influence of this action would
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Throughout Canada and Newfound- is the saine. If the consumer knows that lie will ineet-

Branches and land-Also et London, England stable conditions throughout; 'lie will maintain his pur-
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the United States and Mexico City. chases in the aggregate on a constant basis. It is this ebb

and flow of commodities that must be stabilized, and at

À CENERAL 8ANKIN8 BUSINESS TRANSACTED this juncture some government fiat or arrangement shoulci
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Vancouver In the meanwhile and until business has been

establighed on a basis of confidence it will be necessary for

each business man to adjust himself on a day to day basiO

and to do business on the plan of hand to mouth until th6

situation bas so cleared that he can, with confidence, make

cýommitments and planfor the future on the basis of after-The Royal Bank of Canada ý
INCORPORATED 1860 war trade. We think that, during this period, the average

capi giSs-ed ......... ................. 25,00,0 business man who has purchased Victôry Loans will Col"

CapiW Pald Up .............. ........ 14,000,000 gratulate himself on his business sbrewdness (without pIROe
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disturbed conditions that must ensue in the immediOte"'Il"
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